pattern, patronage principle versus non-patronage practices, equal voting versus no-equal voting rule, etc.) are a priori hopeless: the variability of the external characteristics of cooperative aggregates is kaleidoscopic and infinite.

10. Since in all the aggregates of economic units all the economic functions are ultimately the economic functions of the associated economic units performed through the aggregate as their collective branch of collective department, all economic services of cooperative associations are performed at cost (one of the fundamental cooperative principles).

11. Because of the erroneous assumption that a cooperative organization is an enterprise (an acquisitive economic unit), most of the external structural characteristics of cooperative associations are misapprehended and misrepresented. This is particularly true with regard to incorporated associations of the Rochdale type:

a) Their capital stock is not entrepreneurial capital of a collective enterprise, but the sum of advances needed for financing anticipated transactions of individual members of the aggregate.

b) Their member-stockholders are not identical with the stockholders of the collective enterprises, i.e., they are not the fractions of collective entrepreneur but the representatives of their individual and independent economic units coordinated into an aggregate.

c) Their surpluses and deficits are not entrepreneurial residua (profit-loss) but accounts payable to or receivable from the member-active-participants (member-patrons) of the aggregate on their current transactions.

d) Their fund for patronage dividends purposes is not the profit of association, nor its income, but the sums either underpaid
to the members or (in case of deficits) overpaid to them on their transactions through association.

e) Their dividends on stock do not represent an entrepreneurial profit or any income of the association: they are the intra-aggregate interest reckonings among the members designed to restore a perfect proportionality of the advances (shares of capital) paid by each member and his volume of business done through the association.

12. None of such traits can be unreservedly used as an unerring test of a truly cooperative organization, since these traits only indirectly disclose the economic character of the cooperative aggregate. For instance, two such very popular tests as restricted dividends on stock or patronage dividends are only the technicalities of reckoning among the members and are used only in those cooperatives where there is a need for such technicalities. In those aggregates where a reasonably exact volume of business and, therefore, corresponding share of advanced capital for each member can be stated in advance, the dividends on stock are unnecessary, and in associations where exact and final reckonings with members on their transactions are possible at the moment of these transactions, the patronage dividends are superfluous and not in use. The only comprehensive and indisputable test of the cooperative character of organizations is their aggregate structure.

13. All the Principles of cooperation and particularly the Principles of Rochdale, if freed from the accumulated traditional misapprehensions, are perfectly compatible with the aggregate character of cooperative organizations and are its corollaries.

14. The most deceptive Principle of equal voting seemingly is in contradiction with the basic and irrevocable rule of proportionality innate in every aggregate of economic units; however, the equal voting is actually only a special case of proportional voting of an economically homogeneous membership, and homogeneity of membership is one of the foundation stones of stability and
viability of cooperative aggregates. An overwhelming majority of existing cooperative associations are the aggregates of homogeneous membership and, therefore, adopt the practice of equal voting; such equality, however, is a matter of fact, not a matter of principle. In those cooperatives where certain heterogeneity in economic position of members is unavoidable and can be successfully adopted in practice, the voting power of every member being proportional to his normal volume of business is actually non-equal; this practice, however, harmonizes with their cooperative (aggregate) nature.

15. The so-called pseudo-cooperative associations represent a chain of intermediary links between pure aggregates of economic units (associations of member-patrons) and pure acquisitive collective economic units (associations of member-non-patrons), i.e., collective enterprises. The process of such transformation of cooperative associations begins with admissance of non-member-patrons and consists in a gradual replacement of member-patrons by outside clientele. The degree of such replacement is a degree of pseudo-cooperative degeneration of the aggregates. Changes in structural and functional characteristics of the degenerating cooperatives (decline of patronage dividends, growing role of dividends on stock, tendency toward practice of voting by shares of stock owned, etc.) are only the external symptoms of this interesting and almost completely unexplored process. The term pseudo-cooperation is the specific term of the traditional philosophy of cooperation and should be abandoned, since it has no real and defensible economic meaning.

16. Traditionally, the cooperative associations were interpreted to be the specific organizations of economically weak groups of population. This sociological fallacy is untenable since the aggregates of economic units are actually embedded in all socio-economic strata of existing society. These aggregates of economic units on different sociological levels are widely different from many points of view, but they all have in common their cooperative (aggregate) form.
17. Productive cooperative associations represent a peculiar group of cooperatives. This type of association has always been a favorite type, supported by public opinion, by its socio-reformistic enthusiasts, by governments in various states, and by special subsidies, public and private. Despite this, and notwithstanding never-ceasing attempts to promote and organize such associations, they have not demonstrated any viability and still remain a lifeless theoretical scheme without any chance of realization in a surveyable future. From the point of view of the aggregate nature of cooperative formations, the scheme of productive associations is based on a distorted conception of enterprises organized into incredible aggregates.

18. No appraisals of cooperation could be included in the scope of this study and no appraisals of any kind are really possible with regard to the cooperative problem in its entirety. Being economic nonentities by themselves, the cooperatives only reflect the character and aspirations of their membership. Their members—usually fairly homogeneous groups—may belong to all sociological levels, have different racial, moral, political and other characteristics in common. All such differences directly or indirectly have a certain bearing on the character of their association and its cooperative ideals. The purposes pursued by the cooperatives may also vary widely even within kindred aggregates: such purposes may be beneficial or detrimental. With all such diversity the cooperatives have their identical aggregate form.

The analysis of the cooperative problem as a problem of theoretical economics made in this study led us to the conclusions just formulated. They are thought to be a somewhat belated, yet adequate answer to the question of the late President of the American Institute of Cooperation: "What have we got to do to be entitled to be considered cooperative?"
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